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Review of Literature on the Function and Allometric
Relationships of Tree Stems and Branches
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Abstract. The goal of maintenance pruning is the development of a tree canopy that meets a defined objective while minimizing the risk of failure. An indepth understanding of the primary functions of branches and how they influence canopy form is needed in order to assess the impacts of cultural practices
such as pruning or plant spacing on canopy development. Allometric modeling describes the relationship between size and shape of organisms. This paper
explores three allometric methods of modeling branch form (pipe model theory, fractal dimensioning, and power laws) and their potential in guiding pruning research. Additionally, two principal functions of plants—hydraulic and mechanical—are discussed in light of their impact of stem and branch form.
Key Words: Allometry; Biomechanics; Elastic Similarity, Hydraulics; Mechanics; Slenderness Ratio.

Arborists prune trees to develop and maintain canopy structure
with the overall goal of maximizing canopy benefits while minimizing the risk of failure (Harris et al. 2004). It is hoped that the
removal of tissue will direct growth in order to develop ‘good’
canopy structure. Good structure is subjective and can be difficult to define. Often the goal is to develop a stable canopy by removing undesirable structures and defects, such as co-dominant
branching or branch unions with included bark (Gilman 2002;
Gilman and Lilly 2008). Pruning can influence canopy form, and
damaging wind, ice or cultural practices, such as topping, can deform a tree’s canopy. Restoration pruning attempts to improve the
structure and form of a damaged tree (American National Standards Institute 2008). The ultimate goal of restoration pruning is
to return a damaged canopy to a condition where it can provide
similar benefits to that of a ‘natural’ canopy with acceptable levels of risk of failure. The arborist has limited information on a
formal definition of ‘good’ canopy structure and must rely on personal experience and intuition when deciding how to use pruning to guide canopy development or restoration. The underlying
structure of a canopy rests on individual branch form, yet little is
known on how to objectively and reliably predict canopy stability
from branch form. The ability to define good canopy structure
from branch form or better predict potential weaknesses could
help the arborist direct growth and develop a more stable canopy.
Sullivan (1896) suggested that in building design, as well as in
nature, form follows function. Niklas (1992) suggested that plants
balance four functions throughout their lives: photosynthesis,
reproduction, hydraulics, and mechanical support. While photosynthesis and reproduction are important, the hydraulics and mechanics are directly archived during growth. As a tree matures, the
function of stems and branches presumably changes from primarily hydraulic (transporting water) to a balance between hydraulic
and mechanics (resisting both static and dynamic loads) functions
(Farnsworth and Niklas 1995; Woodrum et al. 2003). In order to
survive, a tree must be capable of resisting self-applied and external loads. As a branch increases in size, mechanical support be-

comes an increasingly important function particularly if hydraulic supply is not limiting (Niklas 1992; Spatz and Brüchert 2000).
The ability of trees to modify allocation in the functions of
hydraulics and mechanics allows them to adapt overall form over
time. Pruning removes tissue in the attempt to direct growth for
a desired benefit and therefore shifts canopy form. Knowledge
of form placed in a biological context can help the arboricultural
community understand how to guide investment in growth and
the shift in form. Plant biologists use allometry to describe the
relationship between size and shape of organisms. Various allometric relationships have been developed to describe and predict
growth patterns in trees. It is likely that the application of allometric modeling could aid researchers in the understanding of how a
canopy develops and when, or if, a stable canopy form is reached.
This review is divided into two sections, beginning with a discussion of woody plant tissue function in terms of the roles of
hydraulic and mechanical support in trees. In order to fully discuss these two functions, this paper will also briefly review some
important aspects of woody plant anatomy at the tissue and cellular level. The second section discusses allometric modeling and
reviews three allometric methods of describing tree form (pipe
model theory, fractal dimensioning, and power laws), before discussing their potential applicability to arboricultural researchers
and practitioners, particularly in terms of areas where additional
research is warranted. The intent is to provide an overview of
the literature for arboricultural researcher and practitioner, and
inform discussions in the growing areas of pruning research,
canopy modeling and preferred canopy structure in professional tree care, carbon/climate modeling, and risk management.

FUNCTION OF WOODY PLANT TISSUE
Hydraulics

Water is necessary for growth, photosynthesis, metabolic activity
such as respiration, and the exchange of gases during transpira©2009 International Society of Arboriculture
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tion (Kozlowski and Pallardy 1997). Understanding how a tree
builds the system to deliver water is important to understanding
the investment in this important function. Trees need to be able
to pull water up long vascular networks to the distal leaves, and
overcome the force of gravity. This flow occurs in the tracheids
in gymnosperms and principally in the vessel elements of angiosperms. Tracheids cells play a dual role as the lumen serves as
the location for water and nutrient transportation while the thick
cell walls provide mechanical support (Panshin and de Zeeuw
1980; Sperry et al. 2006). Angiosperms typically separate these
two functions between vessel members and fibers (Esau 1977;
Sperry et al. 2006). Vessel members have thin cell walls that
prevent local buckling, but add little if any structural support
at the organ level (Cochard and Tyree 1990; Davis et al. 1999;
Hacke and Sperry 2001; Hacke et al. 2006). The movement of
water through tracheids and vessel lumens is similar to that of
a pipe. It is slowest against the sidewalls due to adhesion, and
increases parabolically towards the center of the cylinder (Tyree
and Zimmermann 2002). This pattern is described by the HagenPoiseuille law of hydraulics (Equation 1), which shows that conductance is proportional to the fourth power of the radius of the
cylinder if length is factored out. Since tracheids and vessels are
not perfect pipes, the Hagen-Poiseuille equation overestimates
conductance in trees. In order to pass from one conduit to the
other, the water must pass through pit membranes (tracheids and
vessels) and perforation plates (vessels) which reduce conductance. Researchers have compared conductance predicted by
Hagen-Poiseuille to measured conductance and found that gymnosperms are only 26%–43% efficient (Zimmermann and Brown
1971 citing Ewart 1905 and Münch 1943) and angiosperms are
33%–67% efficient (Tyree and Zimmerman 1971; Petty 1978;
Petty 1981). More recently, a decrease of 50% or more in efficiency has been attributed to the movement of water through the
pits (Pittermann et al. 2006; Sperry et al. 2005; Choat et al. 2006;
Choat et al. 2008). Although neither tracheids nor vessels are
considered to be perfect cylinders, researchers suggest HagenPoiseuille is proportional to actual flow rates and that rp4 provides
a reasonable fit for theoretical conductance of water in xylem
(Zimmermann 1978; Tyree et al. 1994; Tyree and Ewers 1991).
[Equation 1]

K capillary 

rp 4 P
8nL

Where: Kcapillary = hydraulic conductivity
L = length of conduit
η = viscosity of liquid
P = hydraulic pressure head
rp = radius of conduit
The maximum diameter of vessels and tracheids tends to increase with cambial age (Fisher and Ewers 1995; Gartner et al.
1997; Domec and Gartner 2002; Sperry et al. 2006), although this
was not true for holly oak (Quercus ilex L.) (Dünisch et al. 2004).
Maximum conduit size is limited by embolisms (Tyree et al. 1994;
Hacke and Sperry 2001; Gartner et al. 2003). The primary cause of
embolisms is water stress, which creates large negative pressures
that disrupts the cohesive water column (Ewers 1985). Addition-
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ally, embolisms occur if air bubbles form when water is frozen and
not reabsorbed during thawing. Since smaller diameter conduits
are less prone to embolism, it is likely that a balance between efficiency and risk occurs in regions prone to drought stress or freezing
events during the growing season (Tyree and Zimmerman 2002).
Hydraulic conductivity has been found to decrease in favor of
mechanical needs in both gymnosperms and angiosperms (Ewers
1985; Gartner et al. 1990; Spicer and Gartner 1998a; Spicer and
Gartner 1998b). Mean vessel element diameter was found to be
smaller in self-supported shrubs and vines than externally supported plants (Chiu and Ewers 1992; Gartner 1991a) and vessel
diameter decreased in tension wood (Kaeiser and Boyce 1965;
Jourez et al. 2001). Investment in mechanics at the expense of
hydraulics appears to lead to increased radial growth (Gartner
1991a; Chiu and Ewers 1992). Subsequently, branch allometry
will likely change with branches becoming less slender as mechanical support becomes more vital. Shifts in branch hydraulics
and mechanics may lead to changes in branch form that could
be identified with allometric modeling, such as power laws or
slenderness ratios. Researchers may wish to investigate the applicability of allometric modeling to predict if a developing branch
or watersprout appears to have a stable form and could be retained to serve as a scaffold, or removed due to a less stable form.

Wood as a Mechanical Structure

Understanding how wood imparts flexibility and strength is important in order to understand how trees withstand loads. Wood is
an orthotropic structure, exhibiting different material properties
with respect to the plane of applied loading (Panshin and de Zeeuw
1980). Wood is stronger in tension than compression (Panshin
and de Zeeuw 1980; Reiterer et al. 1999). Unlike synthetic materials, wood maintains some mechanical strength beyond the elastic range which may explain why trees can remain standing after
being subjected to extreme loads (Koehler and Telewski 2006).
Material properties of wood vary in accordance with many factors; among them are anatomical properties and moisture content.
In green wood, moisture content is typically above 25%–30%,
and is considered the point at which fibers are saturated (Panshin
and de Zeeuw 1980; Green et al. 1999); therefore, moisture content does not typically affect the material properties in live tissue.
Woody plant cells are composed of a primary and secondary wall.
The primary cell wall serves to confine and support the cell during development. The secondary cell wall is formed during cell
maturation and adds important mechanical components that support the mature cell and stem/branch. The secondary cell wall has
three layers (S1-S3) which are found interior to the primary wall.
Cellulose microfibrils provide tensile strength and vary in orientation with each layer and therefore influence the directional
strength of the cell and tissue (Burgert 2006). In the outermost
S1 layer, the microfibrils are oriented in the transverse direction
and resist outward buckling, while microfibrils in the innermost
S3 layer are oriented in the radial direction to prevent inward
buckling (Esau 1977; Niklas 1992). The S2 layer provides the
major mechanical support for the cell and the microfibrils are
roughly aligned in the axial direction. A decrease in microfibril
angle in the S2 layer (zero being parallel to the longitudinal axis)
was shown to increase the strain (material displacement relative to original length) to fracture or toughness (Reiterer et al.
1999). Cells in young plants were found to have higher microfi-
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bril angles which allow flexibility (Lindström et al. 1998), while
cells in mature wood have lower microfibril angles which makes
them stiffer (Lichtenegger et al. 1999), and subsequently more
resistant to deformation under load. The cellulose microfibrils
are embedded in lignin (Esau 1977), and it is lignification that
adds rigidity to plants and the ability to withstand compression
(Koehler and Telewski 2006). Lignification indirectly increases
tensile strength by impeding water which in turn would reduce
the strength of the cellulose microfibrils (Niklas 1992). While the
microfibril angle is useful in explaining strength patterns at the
cellular level, measurements require destructive sampling and
expensive laboratory testing which is probably not cost effective.
Modulus of elasticity (E) is a material property of wood
that describes resistance to bending and is commonly found in
many engineering formulas. E was found to be positively correlated with stem age (Niklas 1997a; Niklas 1997b; Niklas 1997c;
Groom et al. 2002), decreased with stem height (Reiterer et al.
1999; Brüchert et al. 2000) and varied by branch diameter (Spatz
and Brüchert 2000). Sapwood E was 35% less than in heartwood,
suggesting that younger stems and branches composed of sapwood are more flexible than wood composed predominately of
heartwood (Niklas 1997a; Niklas; 1997b; Niklas 1997c; Spatz
and Brüchert 2000). Values for E in lumber quality green wood
(>28% moisture content) and dried wood (12% moisture content) are available in the literature, for example the Forest Products Laboratory’s (FPL) Wood Handbook (Green et al. 1999).
The reported material properties in documents like the FPL
Wood Handbook are derived from lumber quality wood that is free
of defects, and are often greater than actual trees trunks, lateral
branches or in wood located near the top of the trees (Pruyn et al.
2000; Woodrum et al. 2003; Kern et al. 2005; Kane 2007; Kane and
Clouston 2008; Dahle 2009). Caution must be used when using
material properties from such published data. It would be better
to determine material properties empirically. This can be accomplished using a load press following ASTM D-143 specifications
(American Society for Testing and Materials 2000) or cantilevered
bend tests on small samples (Gartner 1991b; Wagner et al. 1998).
E can be combined with the moment of inertia (I) to calculate flexural stiffness, which describes the ability of a beam to
resist bending or a column to resist buckling (Niklas 1992, Niklas
1997b). I is proportional to a beam’s radius. For a circle, I equals
0.25πr4 and for an ellipse 0.25πry3rx, when bending across the y
plane (Hibbeler 2005). A beam with either a large cross-section
or a high E is more resistant to bending. The dominant factor in
flexural stiffness is the radius of the column or beam. Brüchert et
al. (2000) reported that flexural stiffness decreased with height.
As such, the overall form of the stem or branch takes on an increasingly important role in how loads are resisted. Yet E can
not be ignored (Brüchert et al. 2000) since it varies with age,
height, and diameter of the wood (Niklas 1997a; Niklas 1997b;
Niklas 1997c; Reiterer et al. 1999; Brüchert et al. 2000; Spatz and
Brüchert 2000; Groom et al. 2002). Niklas (1997b) suggests that
the influence of a lower value for E on flexural stiffness is most
pronounced when the majority of a stem is comprised of sapwood
as in young stems and in small branches. Indeed, Woodrum et
al. (2003) found that both E and I were important in considering
flexural stiffness in distal regions of branches. While the use of
flexural stiffness can provide insight into the stability of stems
and branches and radius is relatively easy to obtain, knowledge of
how E varies across a give cross-section is needed to accurately
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predict load carrying capacity (Brüchert et al. 2000). Researchers
may wish to investigate how E varies axially and radially to better
estimate how much loading can be resisted by a stem or branch.
Reaction wood is found in both gymnosperms and angiosperms. In general, gymnosperms develop compression wood
on the lower side of the leaning trunk or branch while angiosperms develop tension wood on the upper side. It has been noted that angiosperms may be capable of producing compression
wood (Niklas 1992; Clair et al. 2006). Tracheids in compression
wood have shorter cells with thicker cell walls (Panshin and de
Zeeuw 1980). While both the S1 and S2 layers are thicker, the S2
layer contains less cellulose and more lignin (Côté et al. 1968;
Parham and Côté 1971). Vessel elements in tension wood tend
to be smaller and less numerous (Barefoot 1965), while fibers
have thicker cell walls, smaller lumen diameters and are longer
in length (Kaeiser and Boyce 1965). The widths of both S1 and
S2 layers in fibers are smaller and a gelatinous layer is found
interior to the secondary layers. This gelatinous layer is mainly
composed of cellulose with limited lignin (Panshin and de Zeeuw
1980). Alméras et al. (2005) report that E was greater in tension
wood and less in compression wood in stem wood. Yet Dahle
(2009) reported that presence of tension wood did not appear to
affect E in Norway maple (Acer platanoides L.) branch wood
and was likely present to maintain branch orientation rather then
actively re-orient the branches. Tension wood may be common in
branches and has been observed along sections of entire branches
that were comprised of secondary (radial) growth (Dahle 2009),
yet the author only noted presence/absence of tension wood in the
branches. Researchers may wish to investigate how the amount
of tension wood present or thickness of the gelatinous layer influences the mechanical properties of branch wood. This knowledge would increase the understanding of how branches withstand loading events (both self-loading and external) and would
likely aid practitioners when evaluating failure risk in urban trees.
The ability to provide structural support in trees lies in the
composition and thickness of cell walls, or indirectly by the presence of lumens in tracheids, vessel members or fibers. Sone et al.
(2006) reports that E was positively correlated with percent fiber
and fiber cell wall thickness in redvein maple (A. rufinerve Sieb.
et Zucc.), while E was found to be negatively correlated with fiber lumen diameter near the tips of branches in five species of
Acer (Woodrum et al. 2003). Research has shown that anatomy
is altered in response to mechanical needs (Kaeiser and Boyce
1965; Gartner 1991a; Chiu and Ewers 1992; Jourez et al. 2001),
yet, it is not certain if this is a direct tradeoff between hydraulics
and mechanics (Woodrum et al. 2003). More research is needed
to determine how these important functions are balanced during
normal branch development and if the balance leads to a predictable change in branch form. Pruning has a direct consequence on
water use and load distribution along the branch. Pruning has a
direct effect on branch form and may lead to changes in anatomical features such as cell wall width, lumen size or the formation
of reaction wood in the future. Researchers may wish to investigate how management activities such as pruning affect subsequent development at the cellular and tissue levels which may
then lead to changes in branch allometry and canopy stability.
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ALLOMETRIC MODELING
Pipe Model Theory

Pipe model theory predicts leaf biomass from stem size and is
often used in carbon sequestration and canopy growth models
(Berninger and Nikinmaa 1997; Chiba 1998; Mäkelä 2002). The
stem is considered a ‘unit pipe,’ a nonphotosynthetic organ, which
supports the leaves. The summation of the cross-sectional area
of the stems at any given point predicts leaf mass (Equation 2)
(Shinozaki et al. 1964). This equation is species-specific and may
vary with region. The theory works well with smaller branches,
but is less applicable towards the base of the tree as larger stems
have a larger proportion of inactive wood (heartwood) (Berninger
and Nikinmaa 1997; Suzuki and Hiura 2000; Taneda and Tateno
2004). The additive effect of increased amounts of tissue at branch
junctions, due to hydraulic segmentation in the branch protection
zone (Eisner et al. 2002) and circular vessels (Lev-Yadun and
Aloni 1990) may have an impact on the robustness of the pipe
model theory in larger branches and stems. While hydraulic segmentation and circular vessels serve to regulate the amount of
water provided to the branch and protect the main stem from hydraulic failure, they lead to an increase in branch radius without
necessarily increasing the amount of leaves or mechanical support.
[Equation 2]
Where: M = leaf mass
n = number of stems or branches
rs = radius of stem or branch
Initially static, the pipe model was modified to account for
heartwood formation and the subsequent removal of unused
pipes (Mäkelä 2002). This has been incorporated into computer
growth models such as a dichotomous threshold for heartwood
formation in the LIGNUM and MORPHO models (Berezovskava
et al. 1997; Perttunen et al. 1998), and a transitory manner in
TREE and WHORL models (Mäkelä 2002). While such models
have been used to simulate growth in an idealized conifer tree
in a forest stand, it might be possible to incorporate them to investigate how pruning influences growth in amenity trees and
individual branches. Pruning changes the form of a canopy, altering the amount of environmental loading (wind, ice, etc.) to
which the tree is subjected, thus changing how the branch and
stem react to the loading. Recent research has shown that trunk
movement and bending moment varies with pruning dose or
severity, and technique (Smiley and Kane 2006; Gilman et al.
2008a; Gilman et al. 2008b; Pavlis et al. 2008). Researchers may
wish to investigate the applicability of these models in terms
of growth responses to pruning and shifts in form and stability.
Determining pruning dose or severity is important in order
to minimize the impact on tree health, yet it can be difficult to
determine how much leaf biomass has been removed (Smiley
and Kane 2006; Grabosky et al. 2007). A further adaptation of
the pipe model has been used to estimate the amount of foliage
removed during pruning, from branch cross-sectional area. Grabosky et al. (2007) suggests that while the cross-sectional area
of branches can be used to estimate the amount of leaf area removed in small live oaks (Q. virginiana Mill.), the summation
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of rs4 provided a more reliable explanation for model error than
cross-sectional area along the trunk. The inclusion of r4 may increase the power of predicting the mass of foliage growing on
larger branches, leading to a better estimator of the amount of
foliage on large branches and the whole tree. The current best
management practices suggests that pruning dose or severity should not exceed 25% of the existing foliage (Gilman and
Lilly 2008), researchers should continue to investigate the reliability of using branch radius, either r2 and/or r4, to estimate the
mass of foliage removed and retained during pruning operations.

Fractal Dimensioning

Fractal dimensioning measures the relationships in self similar geometric shapes (La Barbera and Rosso 1989). The fractal dimension (D) is a description of how much two (D = 2)
or three (D = 3) dimensional space is filled by the object(s)
being modeled (Equation 3) (La Barbera and Rosso 1989).
[Equation 3]

D = Log (Rb) / Log (RL)

Where: D = fractal dimension
Rb = bifurcation ratio
RL = link length ratio
Rb is defined as the number of branches of order N
divided by the number of branches of the next order (N+1).
Twigs are assigned an order of 1, and where two twigs
meet the result is branch of order 2 (La Barbera and Rosso
1989). RL is mean branch length for order N divided by mean
branch length for order N+1 (La Barbera and Rosso 1989).
Fractals have been incorporated in computer modeling of tree growth (Figure 1). Berezovskava et al. (1997) devised the MORPHO system which used Lindenmayer systems
(L-systems) (Lindenmayer 1968) modeling to show that branch
thickness depends on branch length in Norway spruce (Picea
abies L. Karst.). Similarly, the L-PEACH model utilizes sourcesink relationships based on carbon and water to simulate growth
based on water stress and fruit thinning (Allen et al. 2005).
Although these models show it is possible to develop algorithms
for computer modeling, L-systems and fractals have not been empirically tested (Casella and Sinoquet 2003; Percy et al. 2005).
Fractals can be useful in modeling overall geometric shape or
space filling, but do not fully address branch dimensioning (Farnsworth and Niklas 1995; Casella and Sinoquet 2003). Fractals
may be useful in describing the complexity of branching but the
functional significance of fractals has not been fully determined
(Fitter and Stickland 1992). Fractal analysis is best used when
growth patterns are simple and continually repeating (Fitter and
Stickland 1992), yet the literature suggests that the allometric pattern of branches is plastic (McMahon and Kronauer 1976; Bertram
1989; Farnsworth and Niklas 1995). The incorporation of fractal
analysis in computer growth simulations may provide researchers
a meaningful tool in exploring the nature of allometric plasticity
and how a shift from small flexible leaf bearing branches to larger
structural scaffold branches might influence canopy stability. Additionally, phyllotaxy (vegetative bud arrangement) results in a
predictable lateral branch pattern which is gradually lost as young
laterals naturally senesce (Maillette 1982; Wilson 1989; Suzuki
and Hiura 2000). In developing urban canopy growth models, re-
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searchers may wish to incorporate adaptive fractals that can account for the departures from the original fractal pattern in urban
canopy growth models based on various environmental loadings.

Figure 1. Depiction of fractal branching in (a) opposite (bifurcation) branching pattern, and (b) alternate branching pattern.

Power Law Scaling

Allometric research has often utilized log-log relationships, or
power laws (Y ∝ aXb), to investigate plant form (McMahon 1975;
Niklas 1994a). One advantage power laws hold is the ability to
investigate variation in the scalar (b) using regression analysis of
the log-log transformed data. McMahon (1975) presented three
models which utilize power laws to compare allometric patterns
in trees using length (l) and radius (r) of the trunk: geometric
similarity (l ∝ r1), static stress similarity (l ∝ r1/2) and elastic similarity (l ∝ r2/3). Figure 2 depicts the three similarity models on a loglog scale; therefore, the scalar (b) is presented as the slope coefficient.
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types will often behave in a slightly different manner than the fullscale structure. Typically the models will need to have at least one
physical parameter adjusted in order for the prototype to function
as the full-scale structure. While both the static stress and elastic
similarity models allow for such an adjustment in shape (as the
exponent b < 1), the geometric similarity model (b = 1) does not.
The static stress similarity model (b = 1/2) suggests that
length will scale to one-half of the stem radius, plus a fitting
coefficient. This model was found to fit mature pine trees, both
Scots (Pinus sylvestris L.) and lodgepole (P. contorta Dougl.
ex. Loud.), as well as saplings of lodgepole pines (Dean and
Long 1986; Mäkelä 2002), while the mature lodgepole pines
trees were also fit with the elastic similarity model. The static
stress similarity model has been known by a variety of names
over the past century: concept of adaptive growth (Brüchert and
Gardiner 2006 citing Schwendener 1874 and Metzger 1893),
constant stress theory (Mattheck and Breloer 1994) and uniform
stress theory (Morgan and Cannell 1994). These theories suggest that the shape of a tree stem is influenced by mechanical
loading (Brüchert and Gardiner 2006). The uniform stress theory
suggests that under average conditions mechanical stress (force
per unit area) will be distributed uniformly on the outer fibers
but non-uniformly during extreme conditions. McMahon (1975)
suggested that only maximum stress is held constant between
beams, but not average stress. Since stress levels have been found
to vary along stems (Niklas and Spatz 2000; Ancelin et al. 2004;
Kane et al. 2008) it has been suggested that the elastic similarity is a better model for tree stems (Niklas and Spatz 2000).
The elastic similarity model (b = 2/3) suggests that length will
scale to two-thirds of the stem radius. McMahon and Kronauer
(1976) present graphical data to support the elastic similarity
model, although Niklas (1995) pointed out the graph represented
a hand-drawn best-fit line rather than a regression analysis. Subsequent research reported the elastic similarity model held in many
dicotyledonous trees (King 1986; Rich et al. 1986; Niklas 1994b;
O’Brien et al. 1995), tropical trees above 6 m (20.4 ft) (King 1996)
and midstory and canopy rainforest trees (Osunkoya et al. 2007).
The elastic similarity model is based on critical buckling
length of a column (Equation 4) (Greenhill 1881) and suggests
the critical length for a stem scales to the radius raised to the
two-thirds power. This formula is derived from the Greenhill
critical load to cause buckling of columns and not bending in
cantilevered beams, although researchers have applied the elastic similarity model in studies of branch allometry (McMahon
and Kronauer 1976; Bertram 1989; Spatz and Brüchert 2000).
1

Figure 2. Theoretical log-log growth trajectories for length
(l) versus radius (r) of stems or branches following the similarity
power law models (l ∝ rb) forwarded by McMahon (1975): geometric similarity model (b = 1), elastic similarity model (b = 2/3), and
static stress similarity model (b = 1/2).

The geometric similarity model suggests that the relationship
between length and radius will remain the same as a tree grows in
size. The geometric similarity model was found to fit many gymnosperms (Niklas 1994a), eight species in the genus Cecropia (Sposito and Santos 2001) and rainforest understory trees (Osunkoya et
al. 2007). McMahon (1975) reported that perfectly scaled proto-

[Equation 4] 		
lcritical

 E 3 2
= C   rs 3
r

Where: lcritical = Critical length
C = Proportionality constant
E = Modulus of elasticity
r = Wood density
rs = Column radius at base
The proportionality constant (C) was reported to be either
1.26 for cylinders without taper or 1.96 when tapered to a cone
(Greenhill 1881). Additionally, C should be calculated for complex shapes, non-uniformed materials, or to consider external
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loading (Spatz and Brüchert 2000). Density-specific stiffness
(E/ρ) remains fairly constant in milled samples of dry wood
(Green et al. 1999; Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980), but was reported to vary in samples from live trees. The variation was due
to transition from sapwood to heartwood (Niklas 1997a; Niklas
1997c), changes in anatomical properties such as microfibril
angles in the S2 layer of secondary cell walls, percentage of latewood (Mencuccini et al. 1997), and stem slenderness (length/
radius) in four year old trees (Watt et al. 2006). The variation
in density-specific stiffness in living wood has not been fully
addressed with regards to the critical length formula (Equation
4) and researchers may wish to investigate the impact on stem/
branch form. Despite the potential variation in density-specific
stiffness, many researchers continue to utilize the critical buckling formula (McMahon and Kronauer 1976; Bertram 1989;
Niklas 1992; Spatz and Brüchert 2000; Niklas and Spatz 2004).
The application of this formula to trees is an example of how
plant biomechanics incorporates engineering principles into
the biological sciences. Niklas et al. (2006) provide a historical
overview of this subject, suggesting that Schwendener’s 1874
seminal monograph established the field of study. One of the
primary goals for arborists is to minimize the risk of tree failure and research has turned towards biomechanics in an effort
to better understand how trees withstand loading events (Dahle
et al. 2006; Smiley and Kane 2006; Gilman et al. 2008a; Gilman
et al. 2008b; Kane 2008; Kane and Clouston 2008; Kane et al.
2008). Researchers should investigate the applicability of McMahon’s similarity models as a method to integrate allometry and
biomechanical modeling to tree growing in the urban environment. The ability to better model and predict urban tree growth
should increase the insight into how pruning can be utilized to
direct growth toward the desired goal of a stable canopy form.

Allometry of Branches

It has been shown that none of the three similarity models (geometric, elastic, static stress) holds for trees or branches throughout their lives due to ontogenetic changes (Niklas 1994a; Niklas
1995; Osunkoya et al. 2007). The primary reason is that the
rate of lateral elongation slows with age but radial growth is
indeterminate and diminishes less over time. When plotted on
a log-log scale, this growth pattern is described by a curvilinear relationship between height and radius in small plants that
converges towards linear as plant size increases (McMahon and
Kronauer 1976; Bertram 1989; Niklas 1995). This pattern was
seen in branches where the elastic model was found to be robust when length was greater than 3 m (9.8 ft) in both white oak
(Q. alba L.) and silver maple (A. saccharinum L.) (McMahon
and Kronauer 1976; Bertram 1989), but not when branches were
less than 3 m. A depiction of this growth pattern can be seen in
Figure 3 which is derived from a sub-sample of Norway maple
branches which fit the curvilinear to linear relationship. Additionally many researchers have shown that the scalar changes
when a plant grows from a small size or intermediate size (curvilinear > 2/3) to large (linear at 2/3) (McMahon and Kronauer 1976; Bertram 1989; Niklas 1995; Suzuki and Hiura 2000;
Niklas and Spatz 2000; Niklas and Spatz 2004; Niklas 2007).
The transition in scalars is likely due to a change in flexibility, where smaller branches and trees tend to be more elastic and larger branches are stiffer (Niklas 1997a; Niklas 1997b;
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Figure 3. Log-log relationship between length and radius of a
subset of Norway maple (Acer platanoides L.) depicting a curvilinear relationship for branches converging towards a linear relationship around 3 m (log 3.48 m, or 9.8 ft). The solid line depicts a
length = radius2/3 as proposed by the elastic similarity model.

Niklas 1997c; Niklas and Spatz 2000). Smaller branches can
reconfigure in heavy winds and a tree can afford to lose a number of smaller branches while larger branches are less flexible.
The loss of even one large branch can be problematic either in
terms of loss of photosynthetic capability or invasion points for
decay organisms, which suggests that small branches can allocate more in elongation and hydraulics in order to place the
leaves in the sun, while larger branches likely shift towards an
increase in radial growth that balances hydraulics and mechanics.
Slenderness ratios (length/radius) have been used to define
potential instability in trees and values above 200 are considered
unstable in gymnosperms (Petty and Worrel 1981; Cremer et al.
1982; Petty and Swain 1985; Wang et al. 1998). Bertram (1989)
reported that slenderness increased as silver maple branches grew
in size to a maximum slenderness of 260 and then decreased. The
change in slenderness corresponded to a shift to the elastic similarity model and the transition from flexible branches designed for
solar collection to stiffer structural support branches. Osunkoya
et al. (2007) found that slenderness did not differ between species
but was greater in understory trees than in canopy or mid-canopy
trees and was a better predictor of stem stability than wood density.
If this pattern is consistent in branches, slenderness might prove
useful in predicting instability in branches. Researchers may wish
to investigate if this pattern holds for other species and empirically test the relationship between slenderness and branch stability.
At the stand level, slenderness often increases with competition and was found to be positively correlated with density-specific stiffness in Monterey pine (P. radiata D. Don) plantations
(Watt et al. 2006). It was suggested that the increase in densityspecific stiffness brought about more stability in slender stems.
It is possible that resource competition is similar in an individual
canopy and research should investigate if slenderness alone or in
combination with a density-specific stiffness estimator could be
used as a predictor of branch stability. Additionally, in restoration pruning arborists must selectively remove some watersprouts
while retaining others. Dahle et al. (2006) found that that silver
maple watersprouts were 49% weaker than normally growing
lateral branches. This research only looked at watersprouts up
to 21 cm (8.4 in) diameter and it is possible that material proper-
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ties may increase in the watersprouts at some point. Selection
criteria for watersprout removal during restoration may be those
with high slenderness ratios, although more research is needed to
ascertain when slenderness is considered critically high in watersprouts. Arborists may also choose to use techniques like subordination to reduce slenderness ratios in waterspouts or branches.
Researchers may wish to investigate if slenderness ratios can be
used as predictor of instability in watersprouts or lateral branches.

CONCLUSION

It seems that Sullivan’s (1896) observation applies to trees: form
does indeed follow function. As trees grow a shift appears to occur
in the balance between the functions of hydraulics and mechanics.
Initially growth takes place with a greater investment in hydraulics. As such, young stems and branches are flexible and easily
bend during loading events. Mechanics become more important
over time, as implied by allocation of more energy in developing
cell walls to provide increased mechanical support. The shift in
function may coincide with a shift in plant form. The shift in form
explains, in part, why the pipe model works well with smaller
branches, but is less robust in larger branches. Fractal dimensioning also appears to be less robust when modeling tree canopies,
yet the inclusion of adaptive fractals provide a promising avenue
of research. The three similarity models put forth by McMahon
(1975) and Niklas’(1992) suggestion that branches and stems transition between the models appear to best explain how tree stems
and branches modify the relationship between lateral elongation
and radial growth over time. Whether this shift is due to a tradeoff
or a balance between hydraulics and mechanics has not been satisfactorily answered. Further research is needed to fully understand
how form is influenced by hydraulic and mechanical functions.
A better understanding between the form and function should
help the arboricultural community improve maintenance pruning standards as well as devise guidelines for canopy restoration.
Over the past decade, arboricultural researchers have begun to
model how tree response to moderate and extreme wind loading
events is altered depending on pruning regimes (Smiley and Kane
2006; Gilman et al. 2008a; Gilman et al. 2008b; Pavlis et al. 2008).
It is hoped that the information in this review, could be integrated
with knowledge gained from such wind loading experiments in
order to better understand how canopies are built to withstand the
elements. The time is near when arboricultural researchers should
consider utilizing the knowledge of branch form and mechanical
structure to build a computer model of a representative amenity
tree. This simulated tree could be integrated with data gained from
on-going wind studies and then subjected to simulated loading
events, such as hurricane force winds or ice loads. The simulated
events could prove useful in developing predictions of canopy
locations with inherent weakness. Researchers could then investigate how pruning techniques could be employed to increase canopy stability, both immediately and over time, as growth is added.
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Résumé. Le but de l’élagage d’entretien est de développer un couvert
arboré qui rencontre un objectif défini tout en minimisant les risques de
bris. Une compréhension intime des fonctions primaires des branches et
comment elles influencent la forme du couvert végétal s’avère nécessaire
afin d’évaluer les impacts des pratiques culturales telles que l’élagage
ou l’espacement entre les arbres, et ce par rapport au développement du
couvert arboré. La modélisation allométrique décrit la relation entre la
dimension et la forme des organismes. Cet article explore trois méthodes allométriques de modélisation de la forme de la branche (modèle
théorique du tuyau, dimension fractale, principes de puissance) et leur
potentiel pour guider la recherche sur l’élagage. De plus, deux fonctions
principales de la plante—hydraulique et mécanique—sont discutées à la
lumière de leur impact sur la forme de la branche et de la tige.
Zusammenfassung. Das Ziel beim Erhaltungsschnitt ist die Entwicklung einer Baumkrone, die eine definierte Erscheinung erhält, während
die Gefahren des Versagens minimiert werden. Ein tiefes Verständnis
für die primären Funktionen von Ästen und wie diese die Kronenform
beeinflussen, ist erforderlich, um die Auswirkungen von Kulturmaßnahmen, wie Rückschnitt oder Pflanzabstand, auf die Kronenbildung zu
untersuchen. Allometrische Modelle beschreiben die Relation zwischen
Größe und Form von Organismen. Diese Studie untersucht drei allometrische Modelle von der Astformung (Pfeifenmodell-Theorie, Fraktale
Dimension und Kraftgesetze) und ihr Potential, Forschung im Bereich
von Rückschnitt zu unterstützen. Zusätzlich wurden zwei prinzipielle
Funktionen von Pflanzen (hydraulisch und mechanisch) in dem Licht
ihres Einflusses auf Stamm- und Astform diskutiert.
Resumen. El objetivo de la poda de mantenimiento es el desarrollo
de una copa del árbol que satisfaga un propósito definido mientras minimice el riesgo de falla. Un entendimiento de las funciones primarias de
las ramas y cómo influyen en la forma de la copa es necesaria con el fin
de evaluar el impacto de las prácticas culturales tales como poda o espaciamiento de plantas en el desarrollo de la copa. El modelamiento alométrico describe las relaciones entre tamaño y forma de organismos. Este
reporte explora tres métodos alométricos de modelamiento de la forma
de las ramas (modelo teórico tubular, dimensionamiento fractal y leyes
de poder) en su potencial en investigación guía de la poda. Adicionalmente, dos funciones principales de las plantas—hidráulica y mecánica
—son discutidas a la luz de sus impactos en la forma de tallos y ramas.

